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https://wccm.org/events/unified-consciousness/
It continues to be so appropriate that the World Community of Christian Meditation [WCCM] is
making “Unified Consciousness“the theme for 2022.
A common mind of loving intelligence is needed to deal with the issues facing our human family.
It is our WCCM view that a critical mass of contemplatives is needed so as to deal with the global
crisis of climate change as well as the kind of nationalism that readily resorts to war, causing even
more suffering.
A critical mass of people with diverse backgrounds is needed. People who have become more
loving through their contemplative practice.
People, that is, who are making a unifying contribution, integrating contemplation and loving action.
An aware intention is so important. As Br. Roger, the saintly Founder of the Taize Community
conveyed: “the constant search for unity harmonises the human being: it provides thought with
deeds and being with action..”
‘Co-inherence ‘is another word for this ...a beautiful word.
It refers to how the divine is drawing us into deeper communion, always and in all ways.
The recently departed wonderful Orthodox theologian Kallistos Ware wrote profoundly about the
trinity of God - our One God, three equal persons, each one dwelling in the other two through an
unceasing movement of mutual love...a co-inherence, or perichoresis.
The devout Anglican theologian, poet and novelist, Charles Williams, wrote about ‘co-inherence’ as
‘bearing one another’s burdens” in a spirit of sacrificial love.
Living into these truths together builds the awareness of a divine unified consciousness.
We can take heart from the fact that apparently small gestures and initiatives can have wonderfully
unifying consequences.
We learn the wisdom once conveyed by Gandhi that, while the problems we face do seem huge
and while what we might do seems rather insignificant, it is nevertheless ESSENTIAL that we do it!
From my small vantage point, I see and hear so many examples of people taking unifying
initiatives with loving intelligence.
They all add up to the change of unified consciousness we know is needed.
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The wonderful writer Sarah Sentilles says that when she was working on her book ‘Drawing Your
Weapons‘, she became interested in people of faith who venerate saints and who are aware of
how the holiness of saints transcends death, staying attached to their bodies..
Hence, the drawing power of places of pilgrimage where saints are buried and remembered.
Places where we feel we are on holy ground. Places which hush our voices and make us prayerful.
As compared to the feel of places where terrible things have happened.. Holocaust sites , for
example...Places, that is, transfigured by gracious lives as compared to places of disfiguring
sadness where we just want to weep....
Sarah writes of the connection between holy lives and the holy work of making art:
“I understand writing and supporting other people to write to be political acts. It’s not content that
makes writing political. It’s the act of writing itself- the introduction of a new sentence into the world
with all its possibility.
“In ‘The Body in Pain’, Elaine Scarry calls pieces of art ‘fragments of world alteration’.
Sarah continues: “If artists can alter the world in fragments- a cup, a painting,a paragraph-then
they help us remember our agency. They remind us that transformation is possible , that the world
is made and can be unmade and remade.
“To turn toward our art then is to turn toward the world and remember it is possible to repair it.”
(Sarah Sentilles: ‘A Line Across The Deep’ in the Journal ‘Wonder Ground: Nature, Culture and
Care’. Issue 3,2022.Printed in Australia.)
Sarah writes about the urgency of this task of repair. This is a feeling we all have, yes?
But we also know we are not alone. Our art may be like Sarah’s but there is also our daily art of
living - living with a unifying and unified consciousness.
It IS possible to repair and remake our world. We have agency. We can be agents of
transformation together. We can contribute our fragment of world alteration. Together we are
shaping a beautiful mosaic ...
The divine love, we know, inspires and illuminates our art of living. Our holy and unifying
intentions, like a great song or painting or speech, or poem or dance can really be world- altering in
the One who says- “ See, look, ”behold I make all things new”. [Revelation 21:5]
Co-inherence resonates with the Golden Rule and the ethic of compassion that is in all major
religions.
Namely, as Karen Armsrong conveys succinctly in her book on Compassion, we should only do to
others what we would be happy is done to us and, under no circumstances, do anything different!
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Co-inherence involves our loving relations with one another, including all the natural world. We are
all God’s creation, mutually interwoven, mutually interdependent.
Living with this awareness is the fruit of our spiritual practice, our prayers and meditations,
including on the crucial journey to UNCOP27 this November6-18.
Please, let me elaborate with a story or two.
When chair of the Brotherhood of St Laurence, I was part of a book launch regarding a marvellous
Australian change- agent, David Scott. The title of his book was, “Always Say Yes!!”.
Not long after a Christmas Midnight Mass, Brahma Kumari leader and Economics Professor
Kalvinder Singh asked me to attend a Retreat in Delhi on “Spiritual Response in Critical Times”. I
said ‘yes’, wondering why.
The Retreat was fine and on the last day, on a bus into Delhi, a scientist from Germany sat beside
me. Carolin told me about her work at the UNCOP’s and her frustration with the frantic, adversarial
,exhausting culture that prevails amongst the nation state delegations. These negotiators,
diplomats and politicians are the folk who know what is happening to the planet and are
responsible for implementing the Paris Agreement so as to contain the risk of catastrophic climate
change.
To complement the work of her team, Carolin asked me to help organise a Retreat and a
contemplative space for the next COP which was to have been in Chile.
The work of Carolin’s team is evident, as attached.
https://publications.iass-potsdam.de/rest/items/item_6001247_4/component/file_6001254/content
I said ‘yes’ to Carolin’s request, wondering how I could really help! The COP was transferred late
to Madrid but we scrambled and organised a short retreat. In the process, I became aware of the
accuracy of my friend’s analysis.
It was clear that very few of those present as negotiators and diplomats would find the time to go
on even a short retreat, much as they were all grateful for our loving intent in organising such a
possibility for them.
The culture of the COP ate our idea for breakfast without really noticing!
In the days of that Madrid COP, I found my best way of being helpful was just to be a prayerful
presence. Not saying much, just praying for those I observed. Many good people were doing their
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best, but we were a long way from the “critical mass of contemplatives” needed for a unified
consciousness regarding the climate crisis, as we in the WCCM know is needed.
But, by the time of the next COP26 in Glasgow, November 2021, a multifaith, international
movement of Prayer and Meditation had evolved further. The WCCM, through Fr. Laurence offered
very wonderful leadership.
https://interfaithliaisoncommittee.carrd.co/
So the critical mass of contemplative souls is evolving and cultures are becoming more
responsive.
The test ahead is the UNCOP27 in Egypt this November. This is the COP that requires a high
quality of cooperation so that implementation of the Paris Agreement does take place before the
1.5 degree threshold is reached.
But the context for this COP includes the fresh hostility between major powers as regards Taiwan,
Ukraine, etc. It is not an encouraging environment when international cooperation is needed now
so as to prevent catastrophic climate change!
There are Prayer and Meditation groups that have continued to meet since the Glasgow COP26.
We are in the process of encouraging more groups as we evolve towards that critical mass.
Meanwhile, do we not glimpse, day after day, the divine support for our evolving unified
consciousness and how this encompasses all creation?
Another story or two to conclude, consistent with the themes of this Season of Creation.
https://seasonofcreation.org/
In the ‘Poet’s Corner ‘in the Church Times this August 12, Malcolm Guite tells of visiting the grave
of Charles Williams who died in 1945. His headstone is ‘Charles Walter Stansby Williams: Poet”.
Then, beneath, are the words with which he signed off all his letters: ‘Under The Mercy”.
“The churchyard of Holy Cross is wonderfully wild and overgrown, a haven of wild flowers, bees
and insects.. I wondered whether I could find his gravestone; for the paths seemed to wind in ways
that I couldn’t remember.. Just as I began to feel that I might never find the spot, there was a
movement at my feet, and a beautiful black cat appeared, purring and rubbing itself round my legs;
then it turned and walked away. I followed and it led me straight to Williams grave.”
Malcolm describes how the cat then purred away, perched on a stone, asking for appropriate
appreciations, it seemed!
Later that day, after a Service in the University Church Oxford, Malcolm mentioned to the
composer J.A.C. Redford that he had visited Charles Williams' grave .
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“Before I could tell him anything more, he said: ‘‘You know, years ago I had a strange, almost a
mystical experience there. I somehow got lost in the tangled paths and couldn’t find the grave, and
then, from out of the undergrowth there stepped a beautiful red fox, which looked at me, turned
around, and trotted down the path that led me straight to Williams’s grave.”
After Malcolm shared his story they both were silent, contemplating this moment of co-inherence,’
under the mercy’ of the Creator.
Such moments will be familiar to many of you. The way others of God’s creatures help us.
Hence our endeavour is to protect all creatures from harm and extinction.
In our family we have a gifted soul who is working to help conserve our koalas.
https://www.dcceew.gov.au/environment/biodiversity/bushfire-recovery/funding-support/koalaconservation
He is married to my niece and I was blessed to celebrate their wedding. They met miraculously on
the Camino in Spain and so we had their wedding, like a Camino, moving around to different parts
of a beautiful property in the Australian bush. Preparing for their wedding, they listened to a busker
in the busy streets of Sydney. He said ‘yes’ when they spontaneously asked him to play at their
wedding. He, Joseph Zarb, turned out to be a wonderfully spiritual soul of unified consciousness
and was quite happy to cart his amplifier and guitar around in the bush, playing like Segovia and
Jimmy Hendrix all at once! https://www.discogs.com/artist/6806399-Joseph-Zarb
At the recent “Better Futures Forum” in Canberra I listened to so many wonderful younger people,
like my niece and nephew, who are working to help our co-inherence flourish, preventing
catastrophic climate change, with all its implications for endangered creatures.
https://www.betterfutures.org.au/forum_summary_2022
Again there, my main contribution was to listen contemplatively and then offer a guided meditation
at the close, accompanied by an Indigenous elder who sang in language a song from our Torres
Strait about the love of Jesus and the support of the angels. Pastor Ray sang like an angel and
everyone left in a deeper, unified consciousness.
So, in summary, from my small vantage point, the evidence of a blossoming unified consciousness
is vivid.
The problems are still huge. All we can do is keep saying “yes” to the opportunities we have to
keep building the critical mass of contemplative souls.
With loving intelligence, we are artists together offering our” fragments of world alteration.”
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Our work of repair and renewal is urgent, as we give thanks afresh for the gift of life, ‘under the
grace’.
Bishop Philip Huggins, Australian Centre for Christianity and Culture.
Friday 23 September.

Bishop Philip Huggins
Director, Centre for Ecumenical Studies,
Australian Centre for Christianity and
Culture, August 25 2022
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